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Despite a recent econo
mic slowdown and high 
market volatility, China 
shows robust longterm 
fundamentals to support 
a growing asset manage
ment market

FaVoRabLe macRoeconomicS FoR aSSet 
management in china
China's recent economic slowdown has attracted sig-
nificant attention from investors and the media alike: 
China's GDP growth has slowed from 10.6% in 2010 
to 6.9% in 2015. However, a rate of 6.9% is still very 
healthy, if not arguably more sustainable, relative to 
its international peers (for example, Japan and the US 
grew at 0.4% and 2.4%, respectively). Also, given the 
current size of China's GDP, a 6.9% GDP growth rate 
in 2015 (according to the National Bureau of Statistics 
of China) corresponds to a 26% growth rate from the 
2012 baseline in absolute term or a 8.2% Compound 
Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) between 2012 and 2015.

Furthermore, with income per capita increasing 
by 34% over the last five years, the number of house-
holds with income above USD 30,000 doubled over 

the same period. The same is true for the number of 
high-net-worth individuals (HNWIs): Capgemini's 
World Wealth Report 2015 published estimates that 
China is home to 890,100 HNWIs, or one HNWI per 
1,000 citizens (by comparison, India's ratio is 
0.2/1,000 and the US's 14/1,000). Slowly undergoing a 
shift from saving to investing, Chinese people are 
looking for new investment opportunities.  a

Faced with historically low yields in the savings 
market (currently 1.5% for a one-year deposit), many 
Chinese investors are willing to shift their portfolio 
toward riskier asset classes such as stocks. Recent 
market volatility has highlighted the need to diversi-
fy investments toward new geographies and asset 
classes. As a result, the volume of outbound invest-
ment is on the rise, a sweet spot for global asset 
managers.  b
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Source: International Monetary Fund, 2015
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age, greater liquidity and flexibility; in addition, these 
changes signal the willingness of the Chinese govern-
ment to push for renminbi convertibility.

Asset managers – the biggest quota holders – will 
directly benefit from such changes. Overall, QFII quo-
tas are now extended to 279 institutions (up from only 
93 in 2010) and have quadrupled in size to about USD 
81 billion since 2010. 

In addition to deregulation measures, new types of 
quotas, such as Shanghai's Qualified Domestic Limited 
Partner (QDLP) and Shenzhen's Qualified Domestic In-
vestment Enterprise (QDIE) quotas, were implemented 
in 2013 and late 2014, respectively, allowing wealthy 
investors to make alternative investments offshore. In-
vesco Great Wall Asset Management, Ping-An UOB and 
Ping An Trust have already received QDIE approval, 
while BlackRock and China International Fund Man-
agement received QDLP approval in late 2015. These 
additional quotas give asset managers new ways of 
making cross-border investments. 

On top of the traditional and newer quota schemes 
(QFII, RQFII, QDLP, QDIE, etc.), the Chinese govern-
ment has also been introducing new access channels to 
China's capital markets. Several key milestones have 
been reached in the past few years, including the Shang-
hai-Hong Kong Stock-Connect (launched in November, 
2014), the Mainland-Hong Kong Mutual Recognition of 
Funds (MRF) scheme (launched in July, 2015), the relax-
ation of quotas (in December, 2015), and the opening-up 
of the onshore Interbank Bond Market (IBB; in Febru-
ary, 2016). These developments are setting the scene for 
a new environment of cross-border investments, in and 
outside of China, characterized by a move away from 
quota restrictions. 

In addition, in July, 2015, the IBB was opened to 
only a few foreign institutions (central banks, sover-
eign wealth funds and supranational institutions). In 
February, further liberalization came to meet rising 
demand from foreign investors. The PBOC announced, 
ahead of the G20 meeting, that it would also remove 
the quota system for commercial banks, insurance 
companies, securities firms and asset managers. 

Practically speaking, this means that all institu-
tions based in Hong Kong, Taiwan and Macau as well 
as members of the QDII scheme can trade in the Chi-
nese bond market, thereby creating many opportuni-
ties for direct investments in China. A total of 27 for-
eign institutions are directly benefitting from the 
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In addition, the structural aging of the Chinese 
population is also impacting the asset management 
market positively. By 2050, senior citizens will make up 
more than 30% of China's total population. This struc-
tural change underlies the government's efforts to set 
up a sustainable retirement savings system: from the 
first modern welfare reforms of the 1990's to the civil 
servant Occupational Annuity program (OA) launched 
in April, 2015, the government's commitment to uni-
versal pensions has been unwavering. Of course, the 
unprecedented opportunities created by the country's 
aging population have also sparked the interest of the 
private sector, including asset managers in the pri-
vate-pension market. 

ongoing deRegULation PRoVideS FoReign 
comPanieS with incReaSingLy FaVoRabLe 
maRket-entRy oPPoRtUnitieS in china 
Increased international prominence and recognition 
have been key agenda items for the Chinese govern-
ment over the past decade, and these objectives have 
resulted in a number of deregulation initiatives. Essen-
tially, the new measures allow for the easing of existing 
quotas as well as the introduction of new types of quo-
tas and access channels.  c

Over the past two years, Chinese regulators have un-
veiled significant liberalization measures, and ad-
dressed concerns over capital markets accessibility to 
encourage capital inflows and offset the drop in foreign 
exchange reserves.

The series of reforms (in March, 2015, December, 
2015 and early February, 2016) have provided greater 
flexibility for participants in the Qualified Foreign In-
stitutional Investor (QFII) program in two ways: firstly, 
by easing the application process (quotas were previ-
ously granted on a pre-application basis only, but now 
firms will only need to seek further quotas once the cap 
limit is reached) and lifting the USD 1 billion quota 
ceiling; and secondly, by simplifying the rules for set-
ting and awarding quotas, which will now be deter-
mined on a combined basis with the quotas set by the 
Renminbi Qualified Institutional Investor (RQFII) pro-
gram. At the same time, the new rules allow earlier re-
patriation of invested funds by reducing the lock-up 
period and relax certain other restrictions on the in-
bound and outbound remittance of funds.

These measures make it easier to move money out 
of China with simplified application process, wider us-



reCeNT regulATIoN CHANges Are ImPACTINg foreIgN PlAyers
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ing the mainland's stocks and fixed-income assets. Al-
though it is still not clear how foreign firms should 
proceed with their QFII and RQFII quotas, the quota 
system is likely to become obsolete as China continues 
to open up further. AllianceBerstein, for instance, has   
already decided to return its QFII and RQFII quotas 
and to invest in Chinese bonds through the IBB instead 
of the investment quota scheme (announced at Finan-
ceAsia's Borrowers and Investors Forum in March, 
2016).

While the media focus on China's economic slow-
down and market volatility, international asset manag-
ers should keep their sights on the China market. In 
fact, asset-management opportunities in China contin-
ue to grow, nurtured by strong long-term economic fun-
damentals, increasing sophistication and deregulation, 
as well as positive cross-border trends. We estimate that 
China's asset management market will double in the 
next five years, hence advise foreign firms to position 
themselves to secure their share of the pie.  d

deregulation, which constitutes a major step forward 
for foreign asset managers. 

China's onshore bond market stood at roughly RMB 
47 trillion (USD 7.4 trillion) at the end of 2015, growing 
at 30% and providing higher yield than those elsewhere 
(ten-year mainland government bond yield was at 2.87% 
vs. -0.04% and 0.17% for Japan and Germany, respective-
ly, at the end of February, 2016). Many expect the Chi-
nese bond market to surpass the Japanese USD 11 tril-
lion one and become the world second largest in the 
next four-to-five years, trailing only the American USD 
35 trillion market.

In summary, even though foreign firms might not 
be immediately rushing to invest in the mainland's 
bonds (mainly due to uncertainty about the transition 
from CNH to CNY), foreign firms now have more chan-
nels through which to meet their global investors' ap-
petites for Chinese underlying assets.

With the stock connect and the IBB market liberal-
izations, quotas are becoming less important in access-
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2020 foreCAsTs sHoW sTroNg groWTH for boTH 
reTAIl ANd INsTITuTIoNAl segmeNTs [Aum; usD tr]
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bled, hitting a new high of USD 1.5 trillion, according 
to our projections and recent estimates by the Asset 
Management Association of China (AMAC). This in-
crease was mostly driven by inflows into MMFs, espe-
cially in the second half of the year. This trend is ex-
pected to continue amid the stock-market turmoil, as 
booming online distribution has enticed mass-retail 
investors to switch deposits into relatively safe prod-
ucts with higher yields. Most Chinese MMFs offer an 
annualized yield of eight-to-ten times the bank deposit 
rate.  e

A booming MMF segment is in fact the most striking 
example of China's unique growth pattern. Indeed, Chi-
na's mutual fund market differs significantly from ma-
ture markets (2010-2014 CAGR of MMF: 94% in China 
vs. -1% in the US and -3% in Japan) and is expected to 
undergo further structural adjustments across several 
dimensions including product segmentation.  F
Alternatives and fixed-income funds:  
potential rising stars to come
As the Chinese capital market matures, demand for so-
phisticated strategies is expected to increase. Asset 
classes such as quantitative products, private debt, 
hedge funds and private equity are still of limited sup-
ply domestically but are highly sought after by HNWIs, 
Ultra High Net Worth Individuals (UHNWIs) and insti-
tutional investors. With developed alternative asset 
management franchises in other international mar-
kets, there is ample room for foreign asset managers to 
leverage their expertise and capture market share as 
the alternatives investment market grows in China. For 
example, Société Générale and Deutsche Bank are le-
veraging their expertise abroad and their Chinese asset 

Opportunities and chal
lenges international play
ers should be aware of

aReaS with gRowth PotentiaL
The advent of digital technology, combined with in-
creasing sophistication and an inherent need for diver-
sification, has put the following opportunities on our 
"watch-list" for asset managers in both domestic and 
cross-border markets.
1) Domestic market
Within China's domestic market, the client and prod-
uct mix keeps evolving. We have therefore investigated 
the recent shifts from a product perspective on the one 
hand and from a client perspective on the other.
1a) Product innovation
In the past, insufficient product diversification among 
all segments (both retail and institutional) and within 
all asset classes has made it difficult for Fund Manage-
ment Companies (FMCs) – with or without JV partners 
– to differentiate their offerings. Over the past few years, 
the asset management industry in China has been 
shaped by a number of interesting product innovations. 
Money market funds: a China-specific trend
Since the early 2010s, offerings from Internet giants 
such as Alibaba's Yu'E Bao (the largest Money Market 
Fund (MMF) with USD 95 billion of AuM at the end of 
2015 and managed by Tianhong Asset Management), 
Baidu's Baifa (China Asset Management) and WeChat's 
Licaitong (multiple managers) disrupted the tradition-
al market with the launch of online – and mobile – 
MMFs. These funds promised annual returns as high 
as 8%. The attractiveness of these funds raised aware-
ness for mutual funds among Chinese retail investors, 
highlighting the funds' role as an alternative to direct 
securities investments. 

In 2015, Chinese mutual fund assets nearly dou-
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moNey mArKeT fuNds Are gAININg more WeIgHT AmoNg muTuAl fuNds [Aum; %]

e

Source: China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC), AMAC, Morning Star, Cerulli Associates, 2016
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Source: Z-ben Advisors, Roland Berger analysis, 2015

2020 foreCAsTs - CHINA's PeNsIoN fuNds 
Are exPeCTed To quAdruPle IN THe NexT 5 
yeArs [Aum; RmB tr]

h

"Chinese investors have growing demand for alternative  
assets both within the country and in overseas markets. With 
the gradual opening of the capital markets and yuan liberali-
zation, two-way, cross- border investment becomes possible" 
Bloomberg
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management JVs to launch Fund of Hedge Funds and 
primary private equity products, respectively. 

With investors still reeling from the impact of Chi-
na's equity market downturn since June, 2015, retail 
and institutional investors have quickly come to under-
stand the need for more balanced investment portfoli-
os, causing them to seek greater diversification in the 
domestic market. Therefore, demand for non-equity, 
high-yield products is on the rise.

At the same time, losses in equity markets in 2015 
made it very difficult for fund managers to maintain their 
past performance. This has led local asset managers to 
increasingly push for product innovation and start devel-
oping more sophisticated fund portfolios to compensate 
for the decreasing margins of traditional products. This 
means that product offerings are also likely to evolve.

Regulation-wise, new schemes such as the Quali-
fied Domestic Limited Partnership (QDLP) and Quali-
fied Domestic Investment Enterprise (QDIE), are now 
allowing investments in alternative products (e.g., real 
estate and infrastructure), opening the door for further 
product sophistication in China's domestic market. In 
addition, a variety of new asset classes is emerging, 
such as Asset-Back Securities (ABS) based on Chinese 
banks' mortgages.

Overall, product innovation keeps increasing in Chi-
na, nurtured by deregulation and market fluctuations. 
In this context, alternatives and fixed-income products 
appear much more appealing than in the past, especial-
ly for the more sophisticated institutional clientele.  g

Well-positioned foreign players, actively marketing 
their fixed-income or alternatives funds to local finan-
cial institutions, should quickly benefit from this 
trend. 
1b) Client mix dynamics
Looking forward, the institutional clientele is likely to 
generate most of the growth in China. For pension 
funds, increasing awareness of Enterprise Annuity pro-
grams (EA) in corporations leads to substantial growth 
in the EA asset pool. For insurers, most players are will-
ing to outsource mandates to achieve higher investment 
returns. 
Massive growth of pension funds
China's pension system is still at a nascent stage of de-
velopment. Funds from the National Social Security 
Fund (NSSF) and Enterprise Annuity Funds (EAP), how-
ever, have seen significant growth: from 2013 to 2014, 
EAP's  AuM increased by 50%, driven by retirement sav-
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ing needs. Among all institutional investors, pension 
funds appear to be an attractive client segment to serve. 

In 2015, China set up an occupational pension 
scheme (OA) for government employees – a type of sup-
plementary pension similar to the 401k in the US that 
includes payments by both government departments 
and employees. It is estimated that this new scheme will 
add RMB 150 billion (USD 24.12 billion) annually into 
the pension industry from 2015 to 2020.   h

At the end of last year, the NSSF awarded its first 
batch of mandates to four foreign players (Vanguard, 
Amundi and the Hong Kong subsidiaries of DaCheng 
Fund Management and China Universal Asset Manage-
ment). In addition, the it is expected to soon expand 
into overseas alternatives, including private equity.

Given the level of uncertainty in Chinese financial 
markets today, the government's pension funds are in-
creasingly willing to outsource management to profes-
sional fund managers. We estimate the outsourcing 
ratio to be 25% for the NSSF and 95% for EA.

Although the pension fund segment is still domi-
nated by local players, government mandates are in-
creasingly allocated to JVs. Hence, Chinese pension 
funds are an opportunity not to be missed for foreign 
players as well.
Insurance mandates
The insurance asset management sector in China has 
experienced substantial growth since 2012. Research 
indicates that insurers' mandates are expected to grow 
at a CAGR of 69% from RMB 5 billion in 2013 (USD 812 
mn) to RMB 200 billion in 2020 (USD 31 bn). This rise 
is mainly driven by the sector's intrinsic growth and 
efforts to improve investment returns on prop account 
business. Today, we estimate insurers' outsourcing ra-
tio at roughly 1%, still small but on a massive asset 
base. Although this is positive news for all asset man-
agers in China, foreign players should be particularly 
interested: insurers tend to require sophisticated prod-
ucts and to be open to offshore investments.

Along with Ping An and PICC, China Life complet-
ed an external mandate process late 2014 for both its 
domestic and offshore investments. Thirteen FMCs 
(including Harvest, Fullgoal, BoCom, Schroders and 
Invesco Great Wall) received local mandates, and eight 
global players (J.P.Morgan, Schroders, SSGA, Goldman 
Sachs, Neuberger Berman, BlackRock, America Centu-
ry and Franklin Templeton) shared USD 800 million in 
offshore investments (out of a pool of assets of USD 60 



billion available for offshore investments). 
More recently, Ping An Insurance announced its plan 

to add external fund managers for equity and bond in-
vestments and to boost its exposure to foreign and prop-
erty assets. Out of the group's RMB 1.8 trillion (USD 260 
billion) of investable assets, some RMB 50 billion (or 
2.9%) are managed externally, and the group is increas-
ingly moving into new instruments and asset classes such 
as convertible bonds, preferred shares and mezzanine 
debt funds, where foreign firms have a competitive edge.

Going forward, global asset managers may well be 
insurers' first port of call for sophisticated offshore in-
vestment options. 
2) Cross-border market
The cross-border market is a two-way street: outbound  
(Chinese investors investing outside of China) and in-
bound (global investors investing in Chinese assets). 
Different dynamics are at play in each.
2a) Demand for offshore investments from Chinese 
 investors
Over the past few years, overarching public policies, 
such as "Go Abroad" (2007), "One Belt, One Road" 
(2013) and "Stock Connect" (2014), have been launched 
by the Chinese government to push for the deployment 
of Chinese capital offshore. Also, with domestic equi-
ties markets at home delivering a disappointing perfor-
mance and the volatility of China A-shares at its high-
est, Chinese retail and institutional investors are now 
looking overseas for investment opportunities. 

According to the P2P (peer-to-peer) lending plat-
form CreditEase, in the past four years the proportion 
of mainland HNWIs' holdings of foreign assets has 
doubled from 20% to 40%, and that of UHNWIs has 
risen from 50% to 60%, sparking the growing demand 
for offshore investments.  i

Foreign asset managers, in Hong Kong and main-
land China, are best positioned to capture this growing 
demand. For example, UBS AM is continuing to build its 
China business. Following in the footsteps of Black-
Rock, UBS AM set up an outbound investment entity 
(with an initial quota of USD 100 million) in November, 
2015, to capture the increasing offshore demand from 
HNWIs and institutional clients. Mainland investors 
are often a lucrative segment to serve: the average 
transaction size is 20-30% bigger than that of their 
Hong Kong counterparts.

In addition to these robust outbound trends, two 
regulatory relaxations (among a series of others) are 

creating exciting opportunities for offshore asset man-
agers. Firstly, China's central bank approved the launch 
of QDII-2 late last year, an improved Qualified Domes-
tic Individual Investor program in the Shanghai free-
trade zone, whereby HNWIs are allowed to directly in-
vest in overseas real estate, financial assets and other 
investments under a certain foreign exchange quota. 
This may well lead to a surge in the volume of offshore 
investments. Secondly, industry insiders believe that, 
sooner than later, it will become feasible for Chinese 
institutions to invest in an offshore RMB pool without 
the need for an onshore entity. This will be a historical 
milestone for Chinese investors (both retail and insti-
tutional) and may well further increase domestic inves-
tors' familiarity with offshore markets.
2b) Demand for investments in Chinese assets from 
global investors
Over the past several years, the only direct method to 
gain China A-share exposure has been through the Qual-
ified Foreign Institutional Investor (QFII) program, a 
scheme launched in 2002 that allows foreign firms to 
obtain RMB to invest directly in China onshore markets. 

Asset managers were holding a total of USD 36 bil-
lion in quotas by end of 2015, making asset manage-
ment players the biggest channel through which to 
access China's domestic capital markets by far. By 
comparison, commercial banks held only USD 17 bil-
lion in quotas. 

Despite China's volatile equity market, several play-
ers have recently sought out higher quotas. For exam-
ple, Vanguard, Wellington Management and Hyundai 
Investments have gathered RMB 20 billion (USD 3 bil-
lion), RMB 2.5 billion (USD 0.4 billion) and RMB 3 bil-
lion (USD 0.5 billion), respectively, during the first two 
months of 2016.

Vanguard said its mega-quota (USD 3 billion), the 
largest single RQFII quota handed out by the SAFE, 
would offer global clients more access to onshore secu-
rities and greater product diversification. Indeed, the 
main function of the quota will be to add A-share expo-
sure to its emerging-market funds (Vanguard Emerg-
ing Markets Stock Index Fund is the largest in the 
world, with USD 49.8 billion). 

In an effort to counterbalance the downward stock 
market cycles and further liberalize China's capital 
markets, Chinese regulators significantly relaxed quo-
ta rules in February of this year, making it easier for 
foreign players to operate in China. For example, li-
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censed investors, under the QFII or RQFII scheme, are 
now assigned quotas based on a percentage of their 
Assets under Management (AuM) rather than a per-ap-
plication basis. Consequently, additional inflows from 
global investors are expected as China demonstrates 
more flexibility with its QFII scheme.

The same is true for the bond market. Bond-based 
mutual funds have enjoyed major inflows since the 
third quarter of 2015 (as fixed-income-based products 
accounted for up to 60% of all products, up from 30% at 
the beginning of the year). On top of this, two announce-
ments made the demand for RMB assets surge: the 
IMF's announcement in November, 2015 (to include the 
RMB in the Special Drawing Rights (SDR) basket), and 
the removal of quota controls on the mainland inter-
bank bond market (IBB) in February this year. These de-
velopments were significant game changers for foreign 
investors and foreign asset managers.

Asset managers may now increase the proportion of 
Chinese bonds in their global fixed-income benchmarks. 
J.P.Morgan, Citi and Barclays hold the biggest emerging 
market global bond indices. J.P.Morgan  GBI-EM is said to 
be the first of its peers to have made the move.

On both A-shares and Chinese bonds, foreign in-
vestors are moving quickly to trade in China. The mu-
tual fund market is no exception to the trend. Foreign 
firms with a presence in Hong Kong (and mainland 
China) are likely to be the first to benefit from this 
booming two-way traffic. Indeed, the Mutual Recogni-
tion (MR), introduced in July, 2015, is making Hong 
Kong a fund manufacturing center. Despite a slow start 
(only three approvals, including J.P.Morgan Asset Man-
agement, out of 17 applications), there is great opti-
mism for northbound (Hong Kong to China) MR funds. 
On the other side, southbound MR funds are also on 
the rise: for instance, Franklin Templeton's Shanghai 
JV is launching its first China product in Hong Kong in 
March, 2016.

In the same spirit, HK Exchange also plans to launch 
a series of initiatives to broaden access to Chinese mar-
kets (e.g., the upcoming HK-Shenzhen Stock Connect, a 
Bond Connect, a scheme for foreign investors to sub-
scribe to initial public offerings of A-shares through a 
new Primary Equity Connect Structure, etc.). 

Fundamentally, in the coming decade, the "great-
er-China" region will no longer be seen as a source of 
exposure to emerging markets, but rather as a distinct 
asset class, with Chinese A-share investments making 
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up a significant part of this allocation. The rest will 
come from cross-border exposure, primarily Hong Kong 
and Chinese firms cross-listed on each other's markets.

In such an environment, foreign players with a 
presence in both the mainland and Hong Kong should 
be able to access a large range of Chinese assets (on top 
of their global product offerings), thereby maximizing 
portfolio construction and product offerings to both 
Chinese and global investors.  J

While opportunities are on the rise for foreign asset 
managers in China, they continue to face a number of 
challenges. 

chaLLengeS Faced by FoReign aSSet 
manageRS
1) Evolving legal entity status requirements put 
foreign asset managers in front of strategic choices 
on current vs. future local setup
With 45 of the 101 FMCs in China existing as Sino-for-
eign joint ventures (JVs), setting up a JV with local Chi-
nese partners has long been the status quo for foreign 
asset managers seeking to access the Chinese market. 
However, with Aberdeen and Fidelity launching Wholly 
Foreign-Owned Enterprises (WFOEs) in China in 2015, 
incumbent foreign players have started to take some in-
teresting new paths. Russell Investments, for example, 
disposed of its stake in its JV, preferring a shift toward a 
standalone WFOE model while Franklin Templeton has 
voiced its intention to set up a new WFOE in addition to 
its existing local JV.  k

Setting up a WFOE seems to be the new trend as it 
provides foreign players with the ability to finally access 
market opportunities with a full-ownership setup. From 
the launch of the Shanghai free-trade zone in 2013 to the 
Sino-US talks in 2015, the Chinese government has ac-
celerated the pace of reform, laying out more favorable 
setup conditions for foreign players. As part of the Si-
no-US talks, the Chinese government has agreed to 
grant newly licensed WFOEs the ability to invest in Chi-
na's domestic capital markets, i.e., not limiting WFOEs 
to investment advisory, consulting and client servicing 
only, but allowing them to manufacture and market 
their own funds. Aberdeen Asset Management was the 
first foreign player to obtain a WFOE license in Septem-
ber, 2015; Schroders established a WFOE in Shanghai at 
the end of 2015, and in February, 2016, Schroders' 
WFOE itself set up a subsidiary in Beijing, so as to 
strengthen client services in both cities. Last year, at 
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least 13 foreign asset managers set up WFOEs in China, 
and many others such as Franklin Templeton may also 
be considering this option.  L

The same push is being witnessed in other product 
channels: foreign players are currently leading a series of 
initiatives to prepare for and rapidly seize market oppor-
tunities in mainland China. J.P.Morgan, Amundi, Schrod-
ers were among the first movers to get products approved 
to sell HK domiciled funds in China through the Mutual 
Fund Recognition scheme. UBS, Nomura, Deutsche Bank 
and BlackRock applied early for Qualified Domestic Lim-
ited Partnerships (QDLPs) in two batches – the first in 
September, 2013, and the second in March, 2015. Al-
though the majority of the main global players, such as 
Invesco Great Wall and Nikko's Rongtong, still operate in 
China as JVs, WFOEs may well replace the JV option, or 
complement it . 

Despite the recent relaxations, players should not 
expect smooth sailing in China's asset management 
market.
2) The distribution conundrum
Throughout the last decade, China's major retail banks 
have been, by far, the predominant distribution chan-
nel for retail fund products. Over the past few years, 
new channels (e.g., online/direct sales and indepen-
dent financial advisors) have started to emerge, gener-
ating new opportunities but also adding complexity to 
China's distribution dynamics. Foreign asset manag-
ers need to carefully consider their options, as each 
comes with a set of advantages and disadvantages. 

Distribution issues are fundamentally issues of 
supply and demand. At present, there are 101 active 
FMCs in China as well as 45 JVs and other indirect com-
petitors, such as insurance asset management compa-
nies, all of which are competing to make large banks 
their primary distribution channels, especially Indus-
trial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC), China 
Construction Bank (CCB), Agricultural Bank of China 
(ABC) and Bank of China (BOC). 

Indeed, many in the industry believe that being 
listed at the top of ICBC's top-product list is critical. 
This distribution constraint puts many smaller man-
agers who were hindered by a limited track record or 
low regional brand recognition in a difficult position 
when trying to introduce new products onto the mar-
ket. In the past, incentive payments and expensive 
marketing campaigns may have been effective means 
to secure inflows, but pressure from regulators and 

increasing competition have made it harder to win 
shelf space.

On top of this, bank distributors have been apply-
ing caps on the number of funds they intend to sell, 
favoring their proprietary short-term wealth-manage-
ment products (WMPs). The CSRC, well aware of this 
bottleneck, has been allowing non-bank distribution 
channels to compete. While banks remain dominant 
and account for 60% of fund sales, their share is 
shrinking in favor of online and IFAs. 

Online distribution of funds is often seen as the 
solution to the challenges of fund distribution in Chi-
na. Recent events, such as the rise of online fund su-
permarkets in other Asian markets, tend to suggest 
that the near-term potential for online distribution is 
far greater than previously assumed. Online distribu-
tion of funds can be divided into two categories: the 
online platforms of fund companies and online distri-
bution over third-party platforms, which comprises 
101 registered players in China in March, 2016.

Following the successful partnership of Yu'E Bao 
(an e-commerce platform launched by Alibaba Group 
as part of Alipay) with Tianhong Asset management, 
the third-party, e-platform distribution option has be-
come increasingly popular. New digital players are 
flocking to the market from a wide range of industries. 
These new market entrants come with sky-scraping 
ambitions as well as large pre-existing user bases and 
solid digital platforms. 

For example, Eastmoney, the owner of Tiantian 
Fund Sales – China's largest online fund sales platform 
– has received approval from the CSRC to set up a mu-
tual fund company. The resulting wholly-owned com-
pany, to be called Tiantian Fund Management, will 
leverage its digital platform to sell Tiantian's products, 
which already account for 90% of fund sales by online 
third-party platforms in China. 

The good news for foreign asset managers is that 
the CSRC's legal requirements for other distribution 
channels also apply to e-commerce platforms. This 
means online platforms need to comply with clearing 
requirements, internal controls necessary to safeguard 
investor interests, investor post-trade services, etc. 
Many of these requirements demand capabilities that 
digital players may not have yet. On top of these regu-
latory obligations, the key challenge for online compa-
nies will be to offer more sophisticated products as the 
market develops and trends shift. This is where distri-
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bution partnerships between foreign fund managers 
and Chinese third-party platforms could be a "win-win" 
solution. 

The trend also holds true for Independent Finan-
cial Advisors (IFAs). Noah, one of the most aggressive 
IFAs in China, built its business by advising HNWIs 
and enterprises to buy into fund products, primarily 
those from trusts, private funds and private equity. 
Noah then established a private fund company, got list-
ed on the NYSE in 2010, opened an office in Hong Kong 
in 2012 and began offshore expansion. Other IFAs and 
private fund companies are also eager to broaden their 
scope of activities in this expansion phase, and foreign 
firms may have an interesting role to play.

Finally, P2P lenders with online wealth management 
platforms are reaching out to asset management firms 
in search of products. Standard Life Investments, which 
was in talks with China P2P firms at the end of last year, 
is an example of an asset management company seeking 
new partnership opportunities.
3)  Talent acquisition and retention
One of the major difficulties faced by foreign asset man-
agers when building a "China strategy" is talent acquisi-
tion. Indeed, domestic players' competitiveness (both in 
the digital and traditional domains) has increased sig-
nificantly over the past few years, making talent acquisi-
tion and retention even more challenging.  m

Aside from competitive fees and intense marketing 
efforts, the rapid market penetration of Chinese play-
ers has been propelled by aggressive talent acquisition 
initiatives at all levels. Talent retention, already a major 
challenge in China, has become the No. 1 priority for 
many AM players.

The liberalization of private funds through deregu-
lation has added more fuel to the flames. Motivated by 
the prospect of higher compensation and greater flexi-
bility, many well-connected fund managers have lever-
aged their close relationships with HNWI clients to 
leave their asset management employers and start 
their own private funds.

To address this talent shortage, foreign asset man-
agers have come up with new strategies for different 
stages of the talent life-cycle. For talent acquisition, 
companies are slowly transitioning from hiring "the 
best people" to hiring "the right people." Employer 
branding has become more critical, as the new work-
force starts to look for jobs with a purpose. New com-
petencies, such as resilience during difficult times and 
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loyalty are becoming more highly sought after and test-
ed in the recruiting process. 

To overcome the shortage of home-grown talent suit-
able for multinational companies, foreign fund managers 
have developed a number of creative initiatives, such as 
sending employees on international assignments, enroll-
ing them in frequent training sessions and offering cus-
tomized retention plans. Equity incentives are often of-
fered to key investment and marketing personnel which 
include adjusting remuneration to international market 
levels or offering expat positions in Hong Kong. 

In summary, foreign asset managers interested in 
China can now explore a variety of ways to capitalize on 
China's large and growing market, where regulations 
seem to be relaxing faster than in other financial ser-
vices industry segments. 
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reCeNT exAmPles of suCCess

ProduCT INNovATIoN
Fortune SG launched Fortune SG MMF, its first money market fund product, in 2005. Responding to inves-
tors' demand for riskier assets in the early 2010s, the JV launched Fortune SG Tianyi in December, 2012. 
Fortune SG Tianyi, a fund that leverages the arbitrage between primary and secondary money markets, 
became the first MMF listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange. Faced with aggressive pricing competition 
in 2014, Fortune SG created a bespoke "T sub-class" which offers lower fees after the first 90 days. This 
retention strategy proved to be the right move and led to massive AuM growth – a 400% increase in For-
tune SG MMF's AuM between 2014 and 2015, from USD 10.3 billion to USD 41.8 billion. 

One interesting feature of Fortune SG's MMF is that most assets came from institutional investors who 
had switched to the fund from equities (from the third trimester and onwards in 2015) because of its sta-
tus as an exchange-traded product. With this strategy, Fortune SG managed to adjust its mix of institution-
al and retail business to 40/60, up from 20/80 two years ago. 
Fortune SG, a JV between Société Générale and China's Baosteel, has become one of the fastest growing 
asset managers in Asia Pacific in 2015 and is ranked 56th in Asian Investor's 2015 ranking of the top-100 
firms by Asia Pacific-sourced assets. It will continue to launch six-to-seven funds per year, targeting a range 
of assets between RMB 130 and 200 billion (USD 20 to 30 billion).  n

A number of international players in china have already taken bold actions to boost growth. 
some have achieved considerable success. these examples may well give some food for 
thought to other foreign players reviewing their options in this challenging but exciting market.

forTuNe sg mmf's reCeNT groWTH [Aum; RmB  bn]

n

Source: WIND, Roland Berger analysis, 2015
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dIsTrIbuTIoN INNovATIoN
In August, 2015, Schroders disclosed that it was engaged in discussions with Ant Financial, the financial arm 
of Alibaba, on collaboration opportunities in China. While this collaboration is expected to be initially fo-
cused on the digital distribution of Schroders' mutual funds, Schroders also expressed its intention to  be-
come more active in digital investment advisory, which is currently still at a nascent stage of development.

Like many other firms, Schroders has set up WFOEs in the Shanghai free-trade zone and Beijing to 
boost its local presence and develop opportunities in China's fund industry. Schroders started offering 
two Chinese funds managed by the firm's offshore JV, BoCom-Schroders, under the Mutual Recognition 
scheme. Other HK-registered funds are likely to be distributed through the JV's distribution network, 
which will provide onshore contacts and client support. 

mulTIPle legAl veHICles
Aberdeen was the first global manager to be granted a WFOE license in China, which was announced in 
September, 2015. This enables it to operate fully as a private domestic securities firm in the Shanghai free-
trade zone. Instead of working with a local partner, the license allows Aberdeen to conduct investment 
management as well as to manufacture and market its own products. These advantages amount to a high-
er degree of autonomy, client ownership and flexibility, a key cornerstone to building up an onshore pres-
ence in China. 

Since then, Fidelity has also established a WFOE, and other international players such as Franklin 
Templeton have made similar applications in the Shanghai free-trade zone. New and incumbent interna-
tional players can easily assess the benefits of such setups and evaluate whether they would make sense 
alongside a co-existing onshore JV. 

Several asset managers, such as UBS, have made the Chinese market a key priority and are therefore 
concentrating on multiplying their access points to mainland clients. UBS now has a local JV with SDIC 
Trust and WFOEs in Shanghai and Beijing. UBS has also unveiled its plan to register both WFOEs as so-
called "sunshine" private securities managers (the equivalent of hedge funds) once the regulator confirms 
the details of the WFOEs' business scope. 

In addition, UBS AM holds USD 100 million in quota under the QDLP program and has received QDIE 
quotas through UBS SDIC's segregated account (SA) subsidiary, UBS SDIC Capital Management. Both 
QDIE and QDLP allow domestic investors to invest in UBS AM's alternative products (PE funds, fund of 
hedge funds, etc.).

UBS's Beijing WFOE was the first mainland WFOE to be registered as a private manager with the AMAC, 
which at present allows investments in alternatives only. Chinese authorities are, however, expected to 
further relax the regulations and potentially allow WFOEs to operate as private securities managers. If this 
happens, UBS and other foreign firms down the road will be free to participate in the domestic capital 
market and manufacture private products. Such products can then be distributed in partnership with a 
mainland firm, such as a trust company, or through other channels.

China is now UBS AM's third-largest market by AuM after Switzerland and the US.
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CATerINg To ouTbouNd CHINese  
INvesTmeNT Needs

With increasing interest in overseas expansion, many Chinese asset managers (e.g., E-Fund, Caitong and 
Universal Funds) as well as institutional investors are in the process of setting up offices outside of main-
land China: for instance, CIC is establishing offices in New York and China Pacific Insurance in London. 
Hong Kong is still a popular first choice for expansion, but many firms now have a presence in Europe and 
the Americas too.  o

According to DTZ/Cushman & Wakefield (real estate services firms), Chinese insurers have set aside a 
war chest of USD 73 billion in aggregate for overseas investments. Aside from direct real estate invest-
ments (e.g., Sunshine Insurance's USD 401 million purchase of the Sydney Sheraton Hotel), more than 40 
Chinese insurance companies and asset managers jointly established an investment firm in January, 2016, 
targeting overseas investments outside the real estate sector with an initial pool of USD 6 billion. While 
such large investors may prefer direct investments, many other investors, particularly second-tier insur-
ance companies, may wish to partner with international asset managers for overseas fund products. To 
satisfy this demand for sophisticated asset classes, international asset managers could set up dedicated 

"China desks" with Mandarin-speaking relationship managers. The backgrounds and insights of such 
teams can also help drive foreign interest in inbound investments in China.

mANy CHINese AsseT mANAgers ANd INsTITuTIoNAl INvesTors Are seTTINg uP offICes 
ouTsIde of mAINlANd CHINA

o

hong kong

- china Asset management    
   company (2008)
- china merchants fund  (2012)
- e-fund management  (2008)
- gf fund management  (2010)
- harvest fund  (2008)
- icBc credit suisse Asset  
   management (2011)

new york

- e-fund management 
(2015)

London

- gf fund management     
   (2015)
- harvest fund (2015)

Source: Roland Berger analysis, 2016



with strong underlying macro fundamentals and supportive pub-
lic-sector initiatives, the asset management industry in china pre-
sents foreign players with promising long-term growth potential. 
Although performance track record still remains the key differenti-
ation factor for asset managers, foreign players should also holisti-
cally assess how to position themselves to benefit from increa-
singly favorable regulations, changing product offering and 
distri bution dynamics and opportunities in two-way, cross-border 
investments in the short term. 

Conclusion
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AsIA AsseT mANAgemeNT: Consider 
Taiwan
"taiwan is not typically seen as one of the 'giants' of Asia," 

says Alain le couédic, a partner at Roland Berger strategy 

consultants in Asia and one of the authors of the study. 

"But its asset management market offers significant 

opportunities that others do not." the study credits 

taiwan's attractiveness to a growing appetite for foreign 

assets, a large pool of relatively low-debt investors who 

hold most of their wealth in financial assets, and an asset 

management market that has grown 10% per annum for 

the past six years straight.

the study also finds that taiwan's regulatory and 

competitive environment is more friendly than those of 

other regions or countries to foreign players that want to 

establish a footprint in Asia.
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PlAN d – dIgITAl All THe WAy: How 
financial service providers can protect 
their livelihood with end-to-end 
digitization
new, technology-driven providers (online platforms, 

fintechs) are cornering certain segments of the market 

with customer-friendly digital services, while the 

established financial service providers are falling behind the 

competition or even being forced out of the market. finance 

brokers' share of the market for mortgage lending has more 

than doubled since 2010, rising from 17 to 35 percent. this 

is one of the findings of a new study, "plan D – Digital all 

the way: how financial service providers can protect their 

livelihood with end-to-end digitization", in which experts 

from Roland Berger analyze the industry and present the 

steps the established financial service providers need to 

take now in order to successfully achieve digital 

transformation.

http://www.rolandberger.com
http://www.rolandberger.com/media/pdf/Roland_Berger_Automotive_Insights_01_2015_20151008.pdf
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